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About This Game
Regeria Hope is a whimsical courtroom visual novel in the style of an Attorney game with original characters and cases. You
play as Regeria, a female lawyer who can use her 5d3b920ae0

Title: Regeria Hope Episode 1
Genre: Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Golden Game Barn
Publisher:
Golden Game Barn
Release Date: 5 Mar, 2016

Minimum:
OS: Windows 7
Processor: 2.5 Ghz
Memory: 512 MB RAM
Graphics: D
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Very similar to the Pheonix Wright games. Solid graphics, good humor, easy puzzles. A fun little game, especially for free..
Phoenix wright but with a judge who. . Im getting hungry . . TIME FOR LUNCH .. Oh wow. I didn't expect to enjoy this as
much as I did. It start off as a copy of the first trial from a certain Ace Attorney game, and yet, it still try to differentiate itself
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from it. I really like the variety in choices you can do, to the point of completely overthrowing the trial for a fat stack of cash. It
sure isn't the most intellectual game, characters sounds quite stupid at times, but I feel like it's quite well written (especially
compared to other free visual novels on steam.) and it's highly enjoyable.. very cute game, though halfway through my mouse
broke TT (not the games fault). Oh wow. I didn't expect to enjoy this as much as I did. It start off as a copy of the first trial
from a certain Ace Attorney game, and yet, it still try to differentiate itself from it. I really like the variety in choices you can
do, to the point of completely overthrowing the trial for a fat stack of cash. It sure isn't the most intellectual game, characters
sounds quite stupid at times, but I feel like it's quite well written (especially compared to other free visual novels on steam.) and
it's highly enjoyable.. Very similar to the Pheonix Wright games. Solid graphics, good humor, easy puzzles. A fun little game,
especially for free.
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